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1. Introduction
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

In this file, you will find all the text necessary to translate in
order to produce a full translation of NEW! SMW2 Yoshi's Island.
In case I should have missed something, please contact me.

Generally, make sure the translated text is not or only a few characters
longer than the original text, or else it might not be possible to
implement the translation.

The GFX-based text must be as short as possible. If it becomes too long,
use abbreviations. Level Names can be translated freely, all the other
text must be translated analogously. Also, don't use too much colloquial
language.

If you want me to translate the hack into a language, which uses
Latin letters, of your choice, resend me this file with the full
translation of every piece of text in it and make sure that you really
know about the language (best is, if it's your mother tongue) and make
sure there are no grammar issues or misspelling in it. Also, make sure
that I can contact you back in case there are problems. I will not
translate the hack into any language which uses non-Latin letters,
except Japanese, since the game itself comes from Japan, so this is
kinda fitting.

When you decide to make a translation, do not erase the original text,
but put the translation next to it, so I can see what means what at
the first glance.

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
Language: Spanish

[Language]

Non-alphabetic/additional needed characters:

Ch, ch, Ll, ll, RR, rr (are considered as one letter), Á, á, É, é, Í, í,
 Ñ, ñ,Ó, ó, Ú, ú, ?,  ¿, ¡

[Characters, separated by a comma each]

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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2. Text
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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File Menu
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

FILE MENU MENÚ ARCHIVO

PLAY WHICH FILE? ¿CUÁL ARCHIVO JUGAR?

COPY MENU COPIAR MENU

COPY WHICH FILE? ¿CUÁL ARCHIVO COPIAR?

COPY IT TO WHERE? ¿Copiarlo a donde?


COPYING COMPLETED COPIA COMPLETA, ESTA TERMINADO COPIANDO seems better?

NO EMPTY FILE? ¿NINGUN ARCH. VACIÓ?

ERASE MENU	  BORRAR MENÚ

ERASE WHICH FILE? ¿CUAL ARCHIVO BORRAR?

SURE? YES NO (¿ESTAS, ARE YOU) SEGURO?  SÍ NO


FILE X WAS DELETED ARCHIVO X BORRADO (ELIMINADO?)

NO SAVED FILE NINGUN ARCH. GUARDADO
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Introduction Messages
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Luckily baby Mario
was not hurt. The
Yoshis on Yoshi's
Island are now
discussing the odd
situation and
wonder what to do.

Huh?! Baby Mario
seems to want
Yoshi to carry him.
He points to
the right, but
Yoshi can't see
anything im-
portant there.
Nevertheless the
Yoshis decide to
trasnport him
using their handy
relay system.
Mario and Yoshi's
very first adven-
ture has begun.
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Intro Level Message
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Welcome! Things
have changed here
at Yoshi's Island
since the last time.
This time the is-
land is a lot
wilder and a lot
more dangerous.
The stages are
harder, and the
secrets are hidden
better. Yet that's
nothing to be
concerned about.
Challenge yourself
to complete the
game with 6000 pts!
Enjoy the game!
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Level Messages (from Offset)
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Hovering Jump:
By holding (B)
down, you can
hover in the air
for a short time.
Make the extra
effort!

Secret Tip:
A blocker can't
block a fir shot!!

Only Yoshi can
decrease the
number of those
platforms.

You can control
the trajectory
of a balloon.
If you jump off
while stnading
on the left side
it will be pushed
to the right
and vice versa.

A Magic Bubble
transforms Yoshi
into the vehicle
in the bubble
for a short time.
As the Molde Tank
he can dig through
grail stone ground,
enter narrow pas-
sages and move on
walls and ceilings.

It's not over yet!
I've made a magic
clone of myself.
You got no chance
to reach my
master's castle!
It all ends HERE!!

You can climb a
wall with the car
by pressing (B)
fast in a row.
Try it out!

Watch out, Yoshi!
There are dange-
rous falling rocks
in the next area!
Dodge them or you
will be crushed by
them! Good luck!

Search the trees
for hidden items
like red coins! This
way you can com-
plete the 100 pts.

Scale the
peak! You will get
a pari of nice
skis there.

-DANGER-
These fish try
to eat Yoshi!
Avoid the water!

Jump off the
enemies in a
row to reach the
goal safely!

Turn back, you
careless fool!
You will get lost
in this maze!!

If your route is
locked, visit the
single purple
Piranha Plant and
wait for th key.
Be patient, you
will see, it works!

This is the vice-
roy's room.
He's very moody,
I wouldn't dis-
turb him. He
needs something
to let off
steam!

I hope you got
the items in the
trees. If not, be
moare careful now!
Good luck in
this stage!!!

This is Top Secret
so LISTEN UP!
On the Level
Selection screen,
hold (SELECT) and press
(B), (X), (A), (Y)
and (X)!!

-Security Advice-
The path becomes
dangerous from
here. Normal coins
mean icy peril,
lava rocks mean
fiery peril.

Be careful with
the falling rocks
in the next area.
If you stand on
them while they
fall into the
water, the suck
will pull you under-
water and you will
lose control.

Throw an egg or
an enemy into the
tulip to receive
some Stars (Star).

This locked door
is connected to
another one.
Unlock one of them
in order to un-
lock its coun-
terpart as well.

This is the final
level, your ulti-
mate test. Be pre-
pared to face a
really intense
level. Now go out
and show what you
are made of.
Good luck and
I hope you've
enjoyed the hack!
-Yoshis Fan-

Hit thos blocks
from below to
make eggs of them.
Depending on the
type of eee they
create different
things when they
hit an enemy.

Good morning!
How about a small
warmup? It could
be a little diffi-
cult in this icy
area, though.
To become warm
anyways, you need
a Fire Melon. (Melon)

Jump off from the
bats and keep (B)
pressed to reach
higher ground.

Hit an Egg Box (Box)
from below to get
eggs. Throw them
against the sand
block wall using
(A) to aim and shoot
to proceed.

Often the Hovering
Jump is insuffici-
ent to reach
higher areas. If
so, think about a
different solution.

Pressing (L) or
(R) will stop the
cursor while aiming.
Use this technique
in order to hit
the (?)-cloud.

Eggs are nice,
but you must
use the Lantern
Ghosts in this
area in a different
way to proceed.

(Key)- Key hunt -(Key)
Whenever you see
a locked door,
search and find
the hidden key
to open it.

You must move
the door in the
next room to the
bottom to pro-
ceed. To do this,
use the (!-Switch) in
a clever way.

Morph into the
Helicopter here.
Find 3 red coins
while flying.

Is it really over
already? If you 
can't find the
way, press (START) and
(SELECT) to leave.
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Kamek Speeches (from Offset)
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

You want to foil
my plan, Yoshi?
Too bad you will
not be able to...

Hello, Yoshi. Paul
will push you,
where you belong:
Into the next pit!!

Hi, Yoshi! Do you
fear ghosts? You
will when Bruce
exhales your life.

Small Slimy, fight
in place of me and
crush this moron
of a Yoshi!! Get
ready, Yoshis, this
could hurt a bit!!

My friend Froggy
here will devour
all my problems!
Hee, hee, hee!!

So you've found
this place... But
that doesn't
matter. Hee, hee.

I won't let you
ruin my master's
plans! Take this,
you scourge!!

Familiar room,
right? Guess where
we are here. You
still don't know?
I'll give you
a clue. Rise from
your boiling grave,
great king of all
Tap-Taps! Cross
out Yoshi for me!!

Didn't I clarify
that I won't let
you go any fur-
ther? Well, this
time you just
HAVE to get
it! Take this!!

Give up, Yoshi!
This is your last
chance! Give the
baby to me!!!

Oh, no!
Please forgive
me for waking
you, Bowser!

Kamek, why don't
you just take
the baby?
You're useless!!!

Huh??
Hmm?!!?
Mmmmm!!!!?!
So you are the
wimp who wants to
rescure Luigi?
Hehe. Well, then...
LET'S
RUMBLE!

Nooo! I can't
believe we've lost.
Hehehe... This
time we've lost.
But we won't give
up! We'll meet
in the future!!!

Young Master! No!
Yoshi! You will
pay for this!
Now, take THAT!!!

Yoshi! This is get-
ting boring! Why
don't you just
hand over the
missing twin?

How dare you...?
You smutted the
Tap-Tap King's
glory twice. And
now you come here
to fight this little
raven. Thee, hee,
hee... Then let's
see, if you
stand a chance
against him!
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Mini Battles
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

THROWING
BALLOONS
To throw the
balloon, key in the
button sequences
as shown.
The game time is
limited. If the
balloon pops on
you, then you lose
Collect and item
if you win!

GATHER COINS
Grab more coins
than your enemy
before the time
reachos 0.

POPPING
BALLOONS
Pound the ground
to pop balloons.
Find the correct
one to win!

WATERMELON SEED
SPITTING CONTEST
Grab a watermelon
and shoot your
enemy as quickly
as you can.
Reduce your
enemy's power
meter to 0
to win!
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Bonus Games
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

FLIP CARDS
Item Chance!
Aim with the
cursor and press
(A). Collect the
item shown.
If you get Kamek,
you lose all the
items. Hit "Exit"
to quit.

SCRATCH AND
MATCH
1 UP Chance!
Scratch 3 boxes!
Uncover Marios to
gain 1UPs!!
Scratch On!
3 Toadies - 0 UP
1 Mario   - 1 UP
2 Marios  - 2 UP
3 Marios  - 5 UP

SLOT MACHINE
1 UP Chance!
A chance to earn
extra lives. Press
(B) to stop each
tumbler!

ROULETTE
1 UP Chance!
Set the number of
Yoshies with (D-Pad).
Press (B) to start
and (B) to stop.
The combination of
the 2 tumblers and
number of Yoshis
give you 1 UPs!
You can not play
this game if you
have only 1 Yoshi
remaining.

DRAWING LOTS
Item Chance!
A change to gain
an item. Flip only
1 card. Receive
the item shown!

MATCH CARDS
Item Chance!
Flip cards over in
pairs. Receive the
items shown on
matched pairs only.
Continue flipping
until you have
failed to match
twice.

Continue	Exit

Would you like to
continue?
Yes	No
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Level Names
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Welcome To A New Adventure!

1-1: Use The Eggs!
1-2: The Steep Hill
1-3: Chocolate Garden
1-4: Mortimer The Milde's Fort
1-5: Sunny Meadows
1-6: Mushroom Grotto
1-7: Forgotten Sewer
1-8: Haunted Pot Paul's Castle
Extra 1: Tap-Tap Is Angry!!
Secret 1: Yoshi Ain't Tasty!

2-1: Here Comes Poochy!
2-2: Golden Forest
2-3: The Boos' Cave
2-4: Bruce The Boo's Fort
2-5: Up The Snowy Mountains
2-6: Icicle Cave
2-7: Yoshi On Skis
2-8: Seraphin The Slime's Castle
Extra 2: The Cave Of Frozen Blaze
Secret 2: Gusty Mountains

3-1: It's Jungle Time
3-2: Monkeys Are Meanies!
3-3: Fort In The Jungle
3-4: Francis The Frog's Fort
3-5: The Cave Of Spear Guys
3-6: A Fuzzy Paradise
3-7: Jungle Ruler's Grounds
3-8: Audrey The Piranha's Castle
Extra 3: Nep-Enuts' Paradise
Secret 3: Fish Are Friends?

4-1: Falling Rock Zone
4-2: Mount Quitexeric
4-3: Tap-Tap's Empire
4-4: Magnus The Unshaven's Fort
4-5: Lakitu's Domain
4-6: Submarine Explorations
4-7: Koopa's Troops
4-8: Soopa Koopa's Castle
Extra 4: Chomp's Meeting Point
Secret 4: The Cave Of Restlessness

5-1: Yoshi's Island's Icy Ups
5-2: Balloons Like To Be Aloft
5-3: A Dangerous Descent
5-4: Tap-Tap King's Fort
5-5: Land Of The Birds
5-6: The Rats' Tunnels
5-7: Night On Bald Mountain
5-8: Ruben The Raven's Castle
Extra 5: Morphin' Zone
Secret 5: Have An Ice Day!

6-1: Koopa Graveyard
6-2: 3, 2, 1, Gone!
6-3: Danger! Earthquakes!
6-4: Byron The Bashful's Fort
6-5: Labyrinth Of Nightmares
6-6: Tropical Chilliness
6-7: Kamek's Tower
6-8: King Bowser's Castle
Extra 6: The End...?
Secret 6: Yoshi's Master Quest
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Questions after Yoshi's Defeat
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Try this stage
again?
Yes	No

Re-start from the
Middle-Ring?
Yes	No

Would you like to
continue?
Yes	No
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Intro Story Text
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Today is a fateful day...

This is how Mario and
Yoshi met each other.

A stork carries a pair of
   twins to Mom and Dad.

However, there also is
    evil around...

"I must take them and then
 get rid of both of them."

"Else they will cause
my master much trouble."

    "EEEEYAAAH!!!"

"THE GOAL IS CLOSE!"

         OUCH!

The evil creature rushes
   away into far void.

But, the creature
only got one twin.

The other child, out
   of sight, falls

    oceanwards...

       NOOOO!!!

This is Yoshi, a peaceful
resident of Yoshi's Island.

   He's taking a walk
on that warm, sunny day.

         HUH?!?

"Yikes! What's that?
     A... a child?"

Luckily the baby is unhurt,
   as he's landed softly.

"Ow! So there's more to
    come overarm."

    "A paper roll ...?"

"A map? But it's not of
this island. Strange."

"Who could have dropped
            it?"

Yoshi's friends will know
       what to do.

      "AAAAARRRGGH!!"

The kidnapper is Kamek, an
      evil Magikoopa.

"Go, get that other
        brat!!!"

"Don't you come back
without the other one!"

Yoshi is on the way to the
     other Yoshis.

The Toadies are after them.

Kamek's forces are actively
   searching the island.

 It's up to you to make
the story turn out well.
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Text after Bowser's Defeat
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

And this is the end of Mario
and Yoshi's first adventure.
The borther are safe now.

Finally the assiduous stork
can take the twins to their
parents; Kamek and his infe-
riors have left the island.

Thanks to Yoshi, the story
went well. Congratulations!


\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
Staff Credits
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Looks like they have arrived
  where mom and dad live...
      Heroes are born!!
          THE END
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3. GFX-based Text
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Beginning
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Yoshis Fan
 presents
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Icons & Menu
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

New/WorldX (World Icons)
File 1/File 2/File 3 (Subtitle below each World Icon)
MENU/MAP/COPY/ERASE/SCORE/EXTRA/SECRET (Icons)

#1: Patient/#2: Hasty (Control Configuration)
Lock; Grab/Spit out; Push twice to throw/Release to throw; Jump

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
Minibattles
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Mini Battles (Mini Battle Menu)
Throw(4)/(6); Popping; Seed Spit; Coins (Mini Battles)
YOU WIN!/YOU LOSE!/PLAYER 1 WINS!/PLAYER 2 WINS! (Text after Minibattle)
YOSHI/TIME/BANDIT (seen in Gather Coins)

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
Scoreboard
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

HIGH SCORE
STARS
COINS
FLOWERS
TOTAL POINTS

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
Bonus Games
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Flip/Scratch/Draw/Match/Roulet./Slot (As seen on the board)
HIT/EXIT (Flip Cards)
Score (Scratch & Match)
TOTAL; PAIR(S) (Match Cards)

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
Others
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

[BONUSGAME in case the goal ring roulette stops at a Flower, won't be edited]
[The GOAL! itself won't be translated, since it's way too complicated]
FULL (As seen on the egg-filler item) LLENO
PERFECT (after you've completed the 8 levels of a world with 100 pts)
(It's not always possible to translate this!!!!)

PERFECTO!
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4. Other
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NEW! SMW2 Yoshi's Island - by Yoshis Fan

1. History and Info
2. The Tools I Used
3. FAQ
4. Thanks To...
5. Contact

========================================================================================

1. History and Info

NEW! Yoshi's Island is a hacked version of Super Mario World 2: Yoshi's Island.
I hacked this game, because I think it's just a great game and because of the 
possibility to make my own levels. I tried to hack this game earlier, that was
in 2008 or so, but I didn't get on with the editor of the game, so after 1 day
I gave it up. Then, in summer 2009, I don't know exactly what it was, but then I
gave it a try again and found SMWC. There I got the info I needed to hack Yoshi's
Island in a proper way. Since then, I tried to improve the editor's quality, mainly
by correcting major mistakes with its DAT-files. I've worked with EggVine till the
hack's completion, since Golden Egg was still a beta and I didn't want to risk anything.

To play this hack you need Version 1.0 of the game's American version. 
I can't give you the ROM with my hacked version of the game, because that 
is illegal. I also may not give you a download-link. Its name, when you downloaded
the file, should be something like this: Super Mario World 2: Yoshi's Island (U) (1.0).smc
Then you have to patch the IPS-file to the game. But
watch out!! It must be verion 1.0 of the American version and it must have a header,
so its file size is 2.097.664 Bytes. Others won't work.
In the worst case, your ROM is corrupted after patching.
In the end, the game is in [your language], even if the patch was applied to the English version.

I've started working on the hack the day I registered at SMWCentral, 2009-07-11
The final release of the hack I published on 2012-08-17, however, this is provisional,
meaning that there might be updates, fixes, etc. if necessary.

The CRC-32 checksum of the patched game is: [BE 6F 9A D2]
You can most likely view the checksum in your Emulator by clicking ROM-Info.

=========================================================================================

2. The Tools I Used

EggVine 0.81+  (Yoshi's Island  Level Editor; the + is for the improved DAT-files, which
	        helped me quite a lot)
Translhextion  (Hex Editor, mainly for text editing and byte expansion)
YCompress      (De- and Recompressor program for graphics)
YY-CHR	       (Graphic-Editor I used)
Xkas           (Tool to patch files to the ROM, that alter its workings)
Some IPS files (Files to alter the game's inner workings)
SNESPal        (Palette editor for SNES games)
SNESTool       (Tool for creating IPS patches and more)
IPSandSum      (Tool for correcting the CRC-32 checksum)
My Brain       (Since it knows how to hack this game, this one is essential!)

=========================================================================================

3. FAQ

Q: How can I play the game? There is only an IPS file.
A: Download the original Yoshi's Island (1.0) (U) ROM and LunarIPS.
   Afterwards run LunarIPS. The rest is self-explanatory. You also
   need an SNES Emulator to play it.

Q: Why don't you provide the ROM?
A: It's illegal. The IPS patch only contains the changes made to the ROM,
   so no copyright infringement by providing it.

Q: What Emulators can I play this on?
A: Technically it should work just fine with any SNES Emulator.
   The hack was tested by me with Snes9X. Don't know what the others used.

Q: How long is this hack?
A: It's longer than the original game, which had 54 levels.
   This hack contains 60 levels.

Q: How difficult is this hack?
A: It's harder than the original game. Throughout the game, the levels
   become harder and harder to beat. The difficulty might be kind of
   unbalanced. The most difficult level is Secret 6, definitely.

Q: Did you make this hack alone?
A: Of course not (see 4. Thanks To...), but the levels are completely by me.

Q: Why the **** did it take you so long to finish this?
A: People got things they need to take care of in RL. Nothing more to say here.

Q: Are there known bugs or glitches?
A: I fixed every single found bug and glitch, so there are no known issues,
   which doesn't mean I warrant it being free from bugs and glitches.

Q: Is there any kind of a sample solution?
A: No, but if you can't find something you can either contact me @ SMWCentral or
   search on YouTube and the likes.

Q: Is it necessary to know the original game to play this?
A: No, it's not necessary, but I recommend you to have played it before in order
   to know what's going on. It's definitely a great game plus you can practice
   for the levels in my hack, which are harder than the original levels.

=========================================================================================

4. Thanks To...

Of course I didn't make this hack completely alone, since I had some helping hands!

Squash Monster	(Programmer of EggVine)
SMWC community	(Many valuable info I needed, Testing, Motivation and Bug Reports)
Jeorge535	(Beta-Testing the levels)
Zeldara109	(Finding Bugs and Glitches)
Ripperon-X	(13 Level Icons)
tehaxor69	(ASM-related stuff)
Mattrizzle	(ASM-related stuff, some elements for Level Icons)
Kipernal	(ASM-related stuff)
Romi		(ASM-related stuff)
Lespna1		(Ideas for a few Level Icons)
Nintendo	(Creating this amazing game)

My apologies go to Mattrizzle for deliberately taking three elements
of his level icons without asking (then he's allowed me to use them, though).

=========================================================================================

5. Contact

I won't give you my E-Mail, but you can contact me @ SMWCentral everytime you want.
In case you are registered at SMWCentral, you can use this direct URL to send me a message:

http://www.SMWCentral.net/?p=pm&do=compose&user=6562

=========================================================================================
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SMC-Header
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